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INTERNATIONAL ACTUARIAL ASSOCIATION 
 

Education and Practice Subcommittee Meeting 
Thursday, 27 March 2014, 14:00- 18:00 (Room: Blue) 

Friday, 28 March 2014, 9:00- 13:00 (Room: Governor) 
Omni Shoreham Hotel, Washington, United States 

 
Minutes 

Note: The attendance list is at the end of these minutes. 
 

1. Introductions were made and the agenda reviewed. 
 
2. Minutes – The meeting minutes from Singapore were approved without change. 

 

 
3. Changes to existing IANs and List of defined terms in IANs 

The chair of the Insurance Accounting Committee provided a summary of the 
proposed changes to the existing IANs including the placement on the IAA website 
and an overview of the rationalization of the defined terms in the current IANs to be 
consistent with the defined terms in the current Actuarial Standards. 

 
4. Actuarial Standards Committee (ASC)  

a. The Subcommittee received an update from Dave Pelletier, chair of the ASC on the 
activity related to the development of standards. 

b. The subcommittee had a discussion of the Draft of SOI for IFRS X Insurance 
contracts. 

 
5. Risk  Adjustment  monograph 

The subcommittee received an update from the authors at Deloitte.  The authors 
provided an update on the writing progress to date and a timeline for completing the 
monograph.   

The target is to complete the monograph within 3-6 months after the publication of the 
IASB’s Insurance Contracts Standard.  The authors expect: 

• To have all working drafts to the APOG by July, 2014 

• To have a full or mostly full working draft of all chapters available before the 
Subcommittee’s next meeting in London.   

The authors do not expect to go into a lot of detail on company’s risk preferences in the 
monograph. 

The authors believe a case study on the interaction between the risk adjustment and the 
customer service margin (CSM) would be valuable in any IAN on the CSM. 
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6. Planning for future IASP/IANs/education material in anticipation of IFRS 4 
revisions  

a. Statement of Intent for IANs was approved with a few changes. 
b. Status and current plans 

The subcommittee discussed the intended process which is heavily dependent on 
the IASB and its completion of the insurance contracts project. 

c. The subcommittee reviewed the updated list of potential IAN topics. 

d. The subcommittee received discussed the development of several New/existing 
IANs 

i. Contract classification – Stefan Engelaender presented a plan to 
update the current IAN3 with some minor changes.  It was generally 
agreed that collecting examples from implementation guidance would 
be useful.  Stefan agreed to update the IAN and provide a draft for 
the London meeting. 

ii. Business combinations – Jim Milholland presented a plan to update the 
current IAN.  There would be little change, but two topics that warrant 
consideration are consolidation of separate accounts and the PAA 
approach. 

iii. CSM example – The subcommittee discussed a paper from Bob Buchanan.  
There was general agreement that some elements of the paper would be 
useful in the IAN, but that much of it including the examples would be 
better placed in an Appendix to the IAN. 

iv. Unbundling – The Subcommittee had a short discussion on the feedback 
from Grant Robinson. 

v. Risk Margins – The subcommittee had a presentation from Burt Jay.  The 
risk adjustment monograph would be a major asset to any IAN on this 
topic. 

e. Initial draft for an IAN on the Building Block Approach was discussed. 

f. Other IAN topics discussed were: 

i. Roadmap – especially for OCI, practice area specific topics, perhaps 
including a flow chart or mind map 

ii. Discount rates – this should address only non-participating contracts as 
participating contracts would be addressed in a separate IAN. 

iii. Embedded derivatives – only small changes needed to current IAN 

iv. Transition – we should continue to identify issues related to this. 
 
7. Related IAA Member Association activities – No activities were noted 

 
8. Other  business 

 
a. The subcommittee had a brief discussion as to whether there should be an 

http://www.actuaries.org/CTTEES_E%26P/Documents/E%26P_Washington_Item6di_ContractClassification.pdf
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implementation group formed to assist practicing actuaries regarding IFRS X.  
It was determined that this should be referred to the Insurance Accounting 
Committee. 

 
9. Next meeting 

The next meeting will be in London, United Kingdom — 10–14 September 2014. 
 
Attendance List: 
 
Drafting Team and Members 
William Hines, Chair 
Gunn Albertson 
Guy Castagnoli 
Stefan Engelander 
Jaqueline Friedland 
Sam Gutterman 
William Hines 
Burt Jay 
Yoshio Nakamura 
Thomas Ringsted 
Francis Ruygt 
Derek Wright 
 
Observers 
Petrus Bierman 
David Congram 
Simon Curtis 
Micheline Dionne 
Alexander Dollhopf 
Stephanie Fadous 
Max Happacher 
Jeffery Hong 
Gareth Kennedy 
Bob Miccolis 
Glenn Myers 
Marc Oberholtzer 
Hui Shan 
Henry Siegel 
Arseny Timakov 
Doug Van Dam 
Peter Withey 
Jesus Zuniga 
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